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Flow of Electricity 
 

Track 6 – Disc 1
 
 
 
Intro 
Swag…swag…swag 
MindMuzic, it's the flow of electrons 
Flow of electrons 
 
Verse 1 
What happens when you turn the lights on 
If you curious and listen to the right song 
Charged particles moving is electricity 
Electrons specifically let’s view it analytically 
Electrons flow  
From positive to negative 
Amp’s, the units  
That's the way we measure it 
The flow of electrons is called a current 
Just listen to me boy, it ain’t hard to learn it 
 
The force moving the current  
Is called the voltage 
Volts are a measurement  
And everybody knows this 
The higher the volts, the more electricity 
Beware of high voltage  
Or your life could be history 
The electrons travel on  
Something called conductors 
Copper is a common one  
But man there's many others 
In order to stop fires  
You should keep your wires covered 
With non-conductors 
Most commonly rubber 
 
Chorus  
The club is electric  
Call it high voltage  
My jewels so bright  
Everybody gonna notice 
My pockets are swollen  
My swag on perfect  
So let's keep the party going  
‘Til the club short circuit 
 
Repeat Chorus 

 
 
Verse 2 
The circuit is a path of electrical currents 
No need to be nervous  
It’s a common occurrence 
Flip a light switch  
And you completed a circuit 
The switch connects the two  
Copper wires beneath the surface 
Ohm’s the resistance  
On the current of a light 
Compare it to the water  
Trying to flow through a pipe 
If the pipe is clear  
Water’s gonna flow through with ease 
But if the pipe’s got clogs  
Then the flow is gonna decrease 
 
A watt combines power  
Of amperes and volts 
To put it another way  
It's the power of both 
So volts times amperes  
Equals the watts 
If you check a light bulb  
You will see this a lot 
But if the circuit you connect  
Isn’t long enough 
It could start a fire  
If the voltage isn't strong enough 
That’s a short circuit  
Man that's really dangerous 
Leave it to the pro's  
I think they got the hang of it 
 
Repeat Chorus  
 
Outro 
Yeah, MindMuzic 
Even teachers and parents can rhyme to it 
Uhh, yeah, MindMuzic 
Educational top of the line music 
Uhh, yeah, you know what it is man 
Uhh, yeah, yeah, yeah, 
Yo, yo, ay, ay, it’s the flow of electricity 

 
 

 


